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One SIM | Multiple Networks | Maximum Coverage

Maximise your mobile coverage
with a MultiNet SIM
Do you suffer from Mobile phone coverage black
spots? Do you find you mobile works in some areas
and not others? There is a solution...Mobile MultiNet.
A simple solution that delivers all four UK mobile
operators on one single SIM card using your existing
mobile number.
So how does it work?
The SIM Card will initially look for its “Home” network. If it finds a signal it will lock on to
this network and you are ready to go. However at the point where the signal completely
disappears, your mobile device/handset will automatically undertake a network search. This
is actually no different to what happens with single network SIM cards however this time your
SIM will search and allow you access to either EE, Vodafone, O2 or Three Mobile.
Once your mobile handset selects the best signal available it will lock to that network and
away you go, simple!

MultiNet
Bundle Plans

Occasional Caller Tariff
Line rental

£15 per month

MultiNet Tariff
Plan

Price Per
Month

Call type

Rate

Unlimited Voice +
Text 2GB

£35.00 per
month

Calls to Same Network (MVNO)

2.5p

Unlimited Voice +
Text 3GB

£38.50 per
month

Calls to UK Landlines (Starting
01, 02, 03)

7p

Unlimited Voice +
Text* 5GB

£42.00 per
month

Calls to other UK Mobiles

12p

Voicemail

5p

Standard UK Text Message

5p per Message

PAYU UK Data per MB
(non- Bolt-on)

50p

Additional text, data and roaming SOCs available

FAQ
Will the SIM work in any
device or mobile handset?

The sim card is available in all size formats (Standard,
Micro and Nano) but the handset you use with it needs
to be minimum 3G compatible and unlocked to all
networks

Do all makes and models
of mobile handset work
the same

Some handsets perform better than others, as some will
search for signal faster and more often

Will the sim card
constantly search for
the strongest signal and
select it?

The sim network search is only driven by the mobile
handset so no. if it has any signal on the home network
it will remain on that network even if the signal is
weak, the handset will only ask the sim to search if it
completely loses a signal on the home network

Can I choose which
network to use if I know
the home network is poor
at my current location?

Yes, you can manually search and select an alternative
network for a particular location, however the Sim will
after some hours revert back to its home network if
there is any signal when it next updates.

Can I get 4G data with the
SIM?

4G data is available with SoloNet and Vodafone signals
currently with 3G on all four networks (4G on O2 and
EE) to follow later 2016

Will I get four separate
mobile bills?

No one single every month.

Are there different tariffs
available to suit my
usage?

Yes Comm-Tech have access to a wide range of tariffs
and bolt-ons to cater for most voice and data needs.

Will I have 4 separate
Voicemails, one for each
network?

No you will have one single voicemail platform with an
extensive range of business features

Are there financial
security measures on
MultiNet to safeguard
against ‘bill shock’?

To avoid bill shock and unexpected data charges when
overseas and in the UK, MultiNet enables you to control
expenditure with usage alerts.

If I am travelling whilst on
a call and the signal drops
will it hand the call to
the next network without
dropping the call?

Unfortunately, this technology does not exist, the call
will drop if the signal disappears and the sim will wait
for the handset to start searching for a new signal, once
locked on then you can redial.

A little history...
Established in 1986 Comm-Tech Voice & Data has thrived on its
delivery of innovative communication and connectivity solutions,
adding value and efficiencies to businesses across the UK.
Over the last three decades we have tailored our communications
and connectivity portfolio to deliver excellence and reliability
to our valued clients. Today it boast’s industry leading
technology to enhance any working environment, delivering
‘Better Ways of Working’ and significant cost savings
through unified, converged and hosted telephony.
Serving business from sole traders to national government bodies,
Comm-Tech delivers a completely managed communication
and connectivity solution with 24/7/365 support.

Contact us
01603 518 518
enquiries@comm-tech.co.uk

